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Let T be a locally compact Hausdorff space and E a Banach space. Let 
K( T, E) be the set of all contmuous E-valued functions on T wtth compact 
support. We consrder the representatron of the second dual of K(T, E) when 
K( T, E) is normed wtth the usual sup norm. We demonstrate that an operator 
m the second dual of K(T, E) IS, m a certam sense, approxzmable by an Integral 
when computed over a certam subset of the dual of K( T, E). 
Let T be a locally compact Hausdorff space and E a Banach space. Let 
K( T, E) be the set of all continuous E-valued functions on T wrth compact 
support. Our motivation for this paper is the consideration of the representa- 
non of the second dual of K(T, E) when K(T, E) is normed with the usual 
sup norm. It is our intentron to demonstrate that an operator in the second 
dual of K(T, E) is, in a certain sense, approximable by an integral when 
computed over a certain subset of the dual of K(T, E). 
Suppose 3? denotes the semi-tribe (or a-ring) generated by the compact 
subsets of T. Let M(T, E*) be the collection of all bounded regular (Borel) 
measures from g into the dual E* of E which have finite total variation. The 
norm on M(T, E*) is the variation norm. By M+( T, IF!) we will denote the 
non-negative bounded regular measures on 9?. 
Let p and v be two elements in M+(T, R). They are said to be mutually 
singular if for every (T E M+(T, R), a < p and a < v implies that u E 0, 
that is, the infinum of p and v is zero. 
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In [2], it is shown that elements of M+( T, US) have the direct sum property. 
Consequently, p and Y are mutually singular if and only if they are con- 
centrated on disjoint subsets. 
There are two basic assumptions that we will need throughout the paper. 
They are: 
(1) The second dual E* * of E is separable. 
(2) There is a maximal subset .&Y of M+( T, R) which consists of mutually 
singular measures and which can be well ordered in such a way so that each proper 
initial segment of A is countable. 
Assumption (1) of course implies that both E and E* are separable. By 
Zorn’s Lemma, there is always a maximal subset M of M+(T, R) consisting 
of mutually singular measures. In [6] it is shown, for example, that if T is 
taken to be the real closed unit interval 1, then the cardinality of M+( T, W) is c. 
In this case then, (2) of course holds. 
In the way of background we should mention how the problem has been 
considered up to the present. The recent article [6] gave a characterization 
for the second dual of K(T, E) when T = I and E is the scalar real field R. 
The characterization was given in terms of a Kolmohorov-Burkhill type of 
integral (see [5, p. 1441). Th e order properties of the space T were strongly 
used to obtain a representation in [4]. 
It is our intention to demonstrate the results for the more general space 
K( T, E) by using the concept of an approximating integral. This is somewhat 
analogous to the integral over slurs as defined in [7]. 
MAIN RESULTS 
Our first result is of some independent interest. It is a density type of 
theorem which lends readily to the obtaining of the desired result mentioned 
in the Introduction. 
THEOREM 1. Let us assume the bask assumptions (1) and (2). If E > 0, 
e E E, and p E M( T, E*), then there exists pC E A( T; A) such that 
sup(.Z I&(A) - &A), e)l: A E a, 6Ypartition ofg} < E. 
Proof. As we have already stated, two measures in M+( T, E*) are mutually 
singular if and only if they have disjoint supports. Now let TV E M( T, E*), and 
let I = {pi ,..., pn> be a finite subset of the maximal set A C M+( T, R). If 
we denote by 1 p 1 the variation of I*, then 1 p 1 + &, has the direct sum 
property. The measure TV may be uniquely written as p = pAI + pSr, where 
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pAI and psi are measures from g into E* of finite variation with p.AI < &, 
and ~~1 singular relative to .Zp, . Since the supports of pA1 and psr are disjoint 
[2, p. 1891, we have / p ] = 1 PAI ( + 1 psl ] . In addition, since 1 pAr 1 < 1 p ] 
and 1 psr 1 < 1 p ( , it follows that pAr and ps, are regular [2, p. 3181. 
For any e E E, one may define the scalar-valued measure pe by 
CL@) = GW, ei 
for all B E .%. It is clear that 
tLe = (&)A, + (/.&I 
and that pL’ is a regular Bore1 scalar-valued measure of finite variation. The 
Hahn decomposition yields 
PC = PC-+- - I%!- = [(k)AI + (&II+ - [(&)A1 + (kh-~ 
Since (~~)~r and (P~)~, are concentrated on disjoint sets, it follows that 
A similar computation holds for (P,)~, - &)r,. Thus 
For each p E M(T, E*), we obtain pAI for a finite subset I of JZ and in 
turn we obtain &JAI and &)f;[. Let 
.M+(p, e) = {&)&: I a finite subset of A>. 
Clearly, (d+ 3 b&, . We now define for B E ~3, 
iG(B) = sup&& (B): (P&I E JUP, 4). 
To see that J?+(~L, e) is directed upwards, let I and J be two finite subsets of 
M with I C ] and let 
9, = {B E 9: @(Zpz) (B) = 0}, 
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where Q, is an element in the dual of M( T, E*). Now it is well-known that for 
B E 98 &)i, (B) = pe+(B n B,), where B, is a set which is maximal in ~3~ . 
Since aJ C LZ?~, then (CL& < (P.):~ . 
Since ji, < CL,+, it follows that ji, is countably additive and i&, E M+( T, E*). 
We show that, actually, jie = we+. In this respect, if there is an e E E for which 
,% f CC,+, then pet - & E M+( T, E*). Now if ti = {CL,} C .A’, then 
with (PJ:~ < pLa and (&= singular relative to ,LL~ . Thus (P~):~ E A%‘+(P, e) 
and consequently (EL& < Fe . If for some B E 9, (pCe+ - pe) (B) > (p& (B), 
then 
~e+(Bl = ,X(B) + he+ - id (4 > &+)~a W + be+)sa W = ~e+(Bh 
Consequently, 
Since (P~+)~~ is singular with respect to pL, , then pe+ - TV, and par are mutually 
singular. Since par was an arbitrary element in A!, the maximality of A’ then 
implies that 
Pe + = ,& = sup{(&,+)A[: 1 finite subset Of A}. 
Since p is of bounded variation, T must be p-integrable. For each positive 
integer n, we may obtain a finite subset N, of A’ such that 
Thus 
tie+ - ; -=I be+)AiV, (T) G ale+- 
11 Pe+ - (h.+)Ah', /I = be+ - (k+)AN,l CT) < ; * 
Similarly, it is possible to show that for some finite subset N, of A!, 
Consequently, there is a finite set N, for which 
and the theorem is shown. 
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Here it is appropriate to make some pertinent observations. If M( T, E*) is 
replaced by the set of regular Bore1 measures of finite variation (not neces- 
sarily bounded), then the above proof still demonstrates that 
l-b + = ~up{(~~+)~~: I finite subset of A’}. 
It can be deduced that for every E > 0, B E 2, e E E, there is a finite subset 
N, of J&! such that 
II P@) - &JAN, @)I1 < ; . 
On the other hand, in [6] the following is considered. Let M([O, 11) be the 
space of all real-valued, countably additive, regular set functions defined on 
the u-algebra, a’, of all Bore1 subsets of the unit interval [0, l] (the norm of 
function p E M([O, 11) is the total variation of p). If A([O, 11, A) is the sub- 
space of M([O, 11) of all functions which are absolutely continuous with 
respect to the sum of finitely many members in M, then A([O, 11, A) is 
dense in M([O, 11). Suppose, now, one considers the case that T is [0, l] or in 
general a compact space. If one applies the results of [6], one obtains 
II A - I*<,~ II < E, where pLE.e is some scalar-valued regular countably additive 
Bore1 measure. However, it is not immediate that CL,,(.) is of the form <pJ.), ei, 
where K maps .g into E*. The above theorem shows this. 
We now define the following sets of measures. Let F,(T, E*) be the set 
of elements TV E M(T, E*) which are absolutely continuous relative to &, 
where I = (pl ,..., pLn> is a finite subset of JZ and for which d / p l/d(&,) < 1. 
Let F( T, E*) be that subset of M( T, E*) consisting of measures TV for which 
there exists some finite subset I,, C .A’ such that for all finite sets I C I,, , 
(where pAI represents the continuous part of TV relative to & in the Lebesgue 
decomposition of p). 
Essentially, FA(T, E*) may be thought of as a bounded set of absolutely 
continuous measures with respect to finite sums of A’, and F(T, E*) may be 
considered as a set of measures whose absolutely continuous component 
relative to finite sums of .A! is not too large, that is, it is dominated. 
COROLLARY 2. Let p E F(T, E*), e E E, and E > 0. There exists a finite 
set N, C A such that pN, E F,(T, E*) and 
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Proof. The demonstration of this result follows the proof of the theorem 
with A+(p, e) now replaced by 
{(p,)&: I a finite subset of A, p EF(T, E*)}. 
We may then pick N, to satisfy the conditions of the theorem together with 
For pa E A, now define M,( T, E*) to be that subset of M( T, E*) such that 
p < pE . Let F,(T, E*) be that subset of M,(T, E*) consisting of those 
p E MJT, E*) such that d 1 p (/dpm < 1. 
A measure p E M( T, E*) is said to be simple if there is a finite subcollection 
y(l) ,..., dn), of measures in F(T, E*) such that for B E 93 
r(B) = f v:(B) e,*, 
3=1 
where {eI ,..., e,} C E and {e,*,..., e,*} C E*. Let S( T, E*) represent all such 
simple measures in M(T, E*). 
We now wish to define an integral on the cD( T, E*). However, in making 
such a definition, we will proceed from a somewhat more general point of 
view. 
For any Banach space X and locally compact Hausdorff space T, let 
M(T, X) be any collection of X-valued measures with finite total variation 
defined on the semi-tribe 39 generated by the compact subsets of T. Utilizing 
the variation norm of the measures, we have that M(T, X) is normed. A 
subcollection B of 39 is said to be a partition of 9 if B is a finite collection of 
pairwise disjoint sets. A subcollection 9’ rejking B means that 8’ is a parti- 
tion of a and that each member of 8’ is contained in some member of 9. 
Suppose W is a subspace of M( T, X). Let us denote by Lx+) the set of 
p-integrable functions mapping T into X with seminorm Nl(f, ,u) for 
f E Lxl(p). For p E W and #I a mapping from &8 into L:,(p), we may define 
b(B), vW1 = J‘, @> 6 
for B E g. The integral, here, is a Bochner type integral as in [2]. We will 
also need to make use of the space L* = L,“(p) of vector-valued p-measurable 
functions with norm NJf, p) < 00 for f EL”” (see [2, p. 1611). 
For @ an element in the dual space of M(T, X), we may define @ to be 
approximately an integral on a subspace W of M(T, X) if for every E > 0 and 
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for every TV E W, there is a set function #,,, from A? into L:,(p) and a partitron 
8,,, of a such that if Pi,, is a partition of 99 refining 9E,11 , then 
for all I* E IV. 
We will say that the function $,,, is said to be minimally dependent on p 
if for any finite subset (0~~ , ~ya ,..., a,} of A, the same #<,” can be chosen for 
any p EF,~(T, E*) + F,*(T, E*) + ... + FaR(T, E*). That is, z+& can be 
picked constant as p E F,JT, E*) + F,*(T, E*) + .. + F,n(T, E*) once the 
set (01~ ,..., a,} 1s picked. 
We now wish to show that if @ is an element in the second dual of K( T, E), 
then Q, is approximately an integral on &(T, E*). Let us make this precise 
in the next theorem. The proof will proceed through the proving of several 
lemmas. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that E** is separable and that .k may be well- 
ordered so that each proper initial segment of H is countable. Then an element CD 
in the second dual of K( T, E) is approximately an integral on c&( T, E*). More- 
over, kp is minimally dependent on p. 
Proof. For p E M,(T, E*), we have that 
where fu is some integrable function (see [2, Remark 4, p. 2721). It then follows 
using Theorem 6, p. 186 of [2] that 
Consequently, we have that 
and we have shown the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. The space M,(T, E*) is kometric and isomorphic to the Lebesgue 
space LSd 
Suppose now that @ is an element in the dual of M&T, E*). For 
p E M,(T, E*), we have 
%4 = @(f,) = j <fu ,fa’> 4, v 
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where f=’ EL’&(~J (apply Corollary 1, p. 282 [2] to L&(p.) z M,(T, E*), 
takingp = 1, 4 = co, and replacing E by E*. Note that E** is of countable 
type since it is separable). Thus for p E A&(T, E*), 
We have shown the followmg lemma. 
LEMMA 5. The dual of the space M,(T, E*) is isometric-isomorphic to the 
Lebesgue Space P’~.&L,). 
For every 01, let {glzOLjnoN be a sequence of simple functions from T into E** 
converging plx almost everywhere to fa’. By the dominated convergence theo- 
rem, we have that for each Q, the sequence {sg,” dpor) converges to J-fa’ dp,. 
Let us assume that g,” are of the form 
where for each n and 01, (A”,,,}::;*“) is a partition of 9. Moreover, we may 
assume that, uniformly for p E FJ T, E*), that 
li,m 
s 
I fa' - g,," 1 d 1 ,U 1 = 0. 
We have uniformly for p E F,( T, E*), 
s th.Ld f,‘G = lip c (~J(A~,~, e:*>. x=1 
Since the supports of the elements of A! are disjoint, for each y < 01 where 
(II is less than the first uncountable ordinal 9, let Bva be a Bore1 set such that 
PYVLJ = 0 and c~S%m) = 0. 
For example, take By, to be the complement of the support of tag . Now let 
B, = fL<o B,, . Now there is at most one cardinal 01 such that BE g’, 
B C B, , and p,JB) > 0. Indeed, if this holds and if y > (y. with B C B, , 
then B C B,, and pa(B) < pLI(BoL,,) = 0. This contradicts pa(B) > 0. If y < (Y, 
then PJB,,) = 0. Consequently, one can not have try > 0. 
For E > 0, let us define a set & on 39 by 
if PI(B) > 0, 
if BC B, and p=(B) > 0, 
otherwise, 
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where g,” is picked so that l[ fa’ - g,” 1 d j p j < E. By our previous argu- 
ments, $J~ is a well-defined set function from 5Y into L;**(p) for all 
p E M( T, E*). 
For p EF,(T, E*), let 9”, be a partition of A9 refining (B, , %‘&} together 
with the collection of disjoint sets involved in the expression for g,*. Let b,’ 
be an refinement of PC by sets of 9?. If B EP,‘, then B C B, or B C PZB, . 
Since &KB,) = 0, it follows that /J.(C) = 0 whenever CC %‘B, . Now we 
have 
3W,(B), p(B)]: B E gp,‘> = 3[gn”, ~(01: B E P’,‘, BCB,, PFL,(B) > O> 
Thus we have shown the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6. If @ is a bounded linear functional on MJ T, E*), then for every 
E > 0, there exists a function z&from 39 into L&&L) and a partition PC of 99 
such that if the partition 9,’ refines PC , then 
for all p E F,( T, E*). 
Now let us pick v E F,(T, E*). That is, there is a finite subset 
I = {I-L1 ,a.., pn} of A? such that v < .& and d 1 u J/d(Zp2) < 1. Since E* 
is separable, there is a function fv from T into E* such that 
and since u E F,(T, E*), it follows that ( fv ( < 1 (see [2] for notations). 
If v,(B) = lB fu d/+ , then u = ,Euv, where V, E F,(T, E*). Thus we have 
shown: 
LEMMA 7. If @ is a linear functional on M(T, E*) and if u EF~(T, E”) 
then there is a$nite collection {vl ,..., v,}, v, E F,(T, E*), such that 
CD(u) = q&J == 2xyvJ. 
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Let E > 0. By previous arguments for u EFJT, E*), there exists a set 
function & from B into Li, (u) such that 
for all fit EF,(T, E*). Thus for c = Z, , 
I Q(v) - 4[h,v(B), WI: B ~@c’)l < E. 
In fact, we should remark that since the value of z,!I~;,~ is a simple function 
&, is a set function from a into L;,,(v) for every v E M(T, I?*). 
In addition, it is seen that the cardinality of a possible collection of &, as 
v E .X is the cardinality of all finite subsets of A. 
Finally, let v E .&S(T, E*). We obtain a finite set of measures 
{VI,..., v”} CF( T, E*), 
elements {e, ,..., e,} C E, and {e,* ,..., e,*} C E* (note that these are dependent 
on u) such that 
II u - JX,( ) e,* II ( 6. 
By Corollary 2, there is a finite set N, C A such that v>, EF~( Z’, E*) and 
Thus 
II(d* - 4, II < &x{lI e,* II: i = I,..., n}. 
Now we obtain &, and YcV, such that if 9’:,” is a refinement of 9’E,V then 
where I/<,” depends on u. This is possible since ZI(QANU( ) ei* is absolutely 
continuous relative to a finite sum of elements of A and the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of its variation relative to that sum is bounded by some integer 
depending on v. In previous arguments, the constant 1 would be replaced by 
that integer and #E,U would be obtained. Thus for p E dS(T, E*), we have 
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The last term on the right is 
To evaluate a bound on this expression, it is only necessary to consider 
B EP~,~ for which B C B, and p&B) > 0 for some cy. In that case, +&JR) 
is of the form g,“. By Theorem 2, p. 22 of [2], we may initially pick 
Thus 
Hence, 
WII ~,.,(B)ll: B E Z.J G II @ II . 
2 11 j IG,,,(B) 4~ - +&.I~ ( > e,*l 1: B E -3T,,l < 2~ II@ II . 
B 
Consequently, 
I @W - Wk,(B), PWI: B E CJl < 4~ II @ II + E. 
Thus we have shown the theorem. 
Let us now state our results in a manner analogous to that developed in [7]. 
For each integer n, let 8, be a partition of 9, and let t,& be a set function from 
B into L&,(p). A slur is a sequence of the form {I+& , P’,}. By j 4 dp is meant 
the limit (if it exists) of 
lip GMB), ,@)I: B E S,‘>, 
where P,,’ is a refinement of 9, . 
COROLLARY 8. If @ is in the second dual of K(T, E), then for every 
p E c&7( T, E*), there is a slur z,!J” (depending on p) such that O(p) = s /J“ dp 
and 4” is minimally dependent on p. 
Proof. Let I,!+,P = #l,n,U , let 9,~ = Plln.rr , and let Q@ = {&,U, P’,“}. Let 
E > 0 and pick n so that l/n < E. Then 
where g,,” is a refinement of gnu. This shows the theorem. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Let us conclude with the remark that evidenced by the above theorem, 
the integration of slurs for set functions perhaps should be studied in its own 
right. A theory analogous to the theory of [7] for function slurs would be 
worthwhile to develop. 
Some remarks should also be made in defense of the definition which 
defines ‘%D to be approximately an integral”. We wish to emphasize that here 
the following intention is clear. On some subset of measures, @ may be 
approximated by a certain sum which is reminiscent of an integral. Unfortun- 
ately, the set function #C,L1 from 93 into the Lebesgue space L:*(p) needed in 
its definition is not independent of p. However, in its favor is the fact that it 
is minimally dependent on p as we have defined it. That is, #C,, takes on only 
at most a set of values whose cardinality is less than or equal to the cardinality 
of all finite subsets of &‘. 
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